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Abstract

The world is moving toward renewable energy resources as a result of rising energy

demand and the decline of fossil fuels. This move led to the shift of interest from the

centralized conventional electric grids to decentralized smart grids. Microgrid is the ba-

sic structural unit of smart grid, it can utilize both renewable and non-renewable types

of distributed generator (DG) technology. As many renewable DG technologies and

storage elements are based on DC power, while many loads and devices depend on AC

power, the importance of inverter-based DG technology increased. The output of these

inverters in an islanded microgrid must achieve a good current sharing between DG

unites in microgrid, maintaining stability and synchronization between DGs, and keep-

ing voltages and frequencies within specific range. These criteria can be achieved with

various control strategies including centralized control, master slave control, current

distribution control and droop control methods. Consequently, the control and opera-

tion of microgrid is a challenging task that requires overcoming the obstacles relates to

the nonlinearities and disturbances in the power system. In this thesis work, two feed-

back control strategies were developed and implemented in droop control to operate

multiple DG units in a microgrid. The two control strategies are state feedback control

and hyperbolic tangent exponential Sliding Mode Control (SMC). The developed state

feedback control provided a powerful performance with respect power sharing accuracy

in steady state conditions and regulating the voltage and current disturbance caused by

other DG units within the same microgrid. The proposed hyperbolic tangent exponen-

tial SMC utilizes the exponential SMC method and hyperbolic tangent reaching mode

to provide robust, accurate, reliable behavior against unmodeled dynamics, hard non-

linearities, and parametric uncertainties. Furthermore, an experimental set is built to

imitate a microgrid operation in real life application.

Keywords: Microgrid; droop control; distributed generation, multi-level inverter,

sliding mode control, state feedback control
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Chapter 1: Introduction

This chapter introduces different control methods of distributed generators (DGs)

in microgrids, and the encountered problems by these methods are presented. Then, the

selected control method and the problem in this study, and the proposed contribution of

this thesis. Finally, the general organization of the thesis will be presented.

1.1. Background

Recently there has been a significant improvement in generating renewable en-

ergy through distributed generation concept. Distributed generator (DG) is a small-scale

generator that can be connected near or far from the loads. This technological devel-

opment increases the interest and needs to connect an individual or multiple DG units

to the main grid to operate the DG unit in grid-connected mode. Moreover, the DG

units can be connected off the grid to supply local loads forming what is known by

a stand-alone micro-grid. Connecting multiple DGs in parallel is considered a chal-

lenging task. That complexity is related to circulating current caused by the phase’s

differences and the generated voltages’ magnitude. In ideal cases, this can be solved

by placing an impedance at the output of each DG [1]. In contrast, real-life systems

are far from ideal. As choosing the type and the value of the output impedance is con-

sidered a challenge on its own. Another problem can be caused by deference in the

parameters of each DG and its output impedance. This deference leads to inequality of

power-sharing between DGs [2]. Several control schemes were used to overcome these

problems; these schemes can be categorized into two categories [3]:

• Communication-based schemes such as: centralized control, master/slave con-

trol, current sharing controls, and angle droop control.

• Non-communication schemes such as: droop control and its variations.

1.2. Problem statement

In an islanded microgrid a good current sharing and maintaining stability be-

tween DG unites must be achieved, as well as keeping voltages and frequencies within

specific range. The control and operation of microgrid is a challenging task that re-
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quires overcoming the obstacles relates to the nonlinearities and disturbances in the

power system.

Having an experimental setup is an essential requirement to study the real-life

challenges in operating microgrids.

1.3. Thesis Objectives

This thesis focuses on designing 3-phase droop control to enhance power-sharing

and stability of the system using different feedback control strategies in the voltage and

current loops.

The second objective is to build an experimental setup that represents a micro-

grid considering all its elements. The purpose of building this experimental microgrid

set to imitate a microgrid operation in real life application. Therefor, to be able to study

and resolve practical challenges in power system.

1.4. Research Contribution

The contributions of this research work are in two areas, the feedback controllers

used in droop control inner and outer loops and the structure of the practical microgrid

used in the thesis. These contributions are:

• Design and application of hyperbolic tangent exponential sliding mode control

(SMC) in current loops of droop control to achieve accurate power sharing along

with suppressed chattering.

• Design and application of state feedback control to serve as both voltage and

current loops in droop control to achieve accurate power sharing between DGs in

the microgrid.

• Build an experimental setup that represents a microgrid considering all its ele-

ments to imitate a microgrid operation in real life application to be able to study

and resolve practical challenges in power system.

1.5. Organization

The following is how the rest of the thesis is organized: Chapter 2 provides

background about microgrid, types, problems in microgrids, and solutions. Moreover,
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related works to this research are discussed. The employed methods and algorithms are

discussed in Chapter 3, along with the implementation of the proposed structure. Chap-

ter 4 presents the performance evaluation for the employed streaming and allocation

algorithms using simulation results. Chapter 5 shows the practical implementation on

the microgrid in this study. Chapter 6 evaluates the setup and provides preliminary prac-

tical results using the built setup. Finally, Chapter 7 concludes the thesis and outlines

its future work.
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Chapter 2: Literature Review

2.1. Introduction

This chapter gives an overview about microgrids and its types, then discusses the

technical problems of microgrids. Moreover, the review shows power control schemes

used to regulate microgrid issues. Additionally, feedback controllers in droop control

used by researchers are also discussed. Finally, a brief review about inverter types is

presented.

2.2. Microgrid

Any group of electric loads and DGs with defined electrical limitations that work

as a single controllable unit in both grid-connected and islanded modes is considered

microgrid [4]. Based on this definition, the microgrid structure can be represented by

multiple DGs connected in parallel together, such as photovoltaic systems, electrical

storages, wind turbines and/ or generators, and different types of loads as shown in

Figure 2.1. Microgrid structure may contain different kinds of storage elements such

as battery systems, flywheels, and super-capacitors. Such storage elements can work as

backup energy supplies in case of higher load demand than the source’s capability or

work as a load when the load demand is low. This change in the operation of storage

elements can stabilize the microgrid against a sudden load change [5]. The amount of

DGs in microgrid is only limited by the number of possible energy resources, as one

of the microgrid’s objectives is to utilize the surrounding energy resources to achieve

higher efficiency and reliability.

2.2.1. Microgrid modes. Microgrids can be categorized based on its opera-

tional mode, whether connected to the grid (grid-connected mode) or disconnected from

it (islanded mode). The islanded mode can happen due to either unplanned Islanding

(like emergency in hospitals) or planned islanding. This is case where the microgrid

works in standalone mode and has the objective to generate the loads’ needs of active

and reactive power of the load connected to it, while maintaining the voltage and the fre-

quency within certain range. While in the grid-connected operation, it is required from
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the microgrid to inject active and reactive power to the utility grid while having the abil-

ity to supply the local load connected to it [6]. The connection between microgrid and

power grid can be seen in Figure 2.1, where the switch at the point of interconnection

(POI) is responsible for changing microgrid’s operation from grid-connected mode to

islanded mode.

Figure 2.1: Microgrid with multiple DGs, loads and storage elements [7].

2.2.2. Technical problems in microgrid. Technical problems in microgrid

can be divided into two categories based on the mode of operation, grid-connected or

islanded mode, and can be seen in the areas of power quality, voltage stability, harmon-

ics, reliability, protection, power sharing and control [8].

Electric power quality in AC microgrid can be defined as Maintaining the sinu-

soidal shape of the voltage at rated magnitude and frequency. In grid-connected mode,
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the voltage shape and frequency are mainly following the voltage at the POI in the grid,

and it is supported mainly by the grid and the effect if the microgrid is minimal. There

is no support from the grid in islanded mode, and microgrid completely controls the

voltage shape, and frequency [9].

Voltage stability is maintaining the voltage magnitude, angle, and frequency

osculation within lower limits of change. These changes happen in microgrid in case of

disconnecting it from the main grid, connecting or disconnecting DG from microgrid,

or applying MPPT at inverters connected to microgrid.

The harmonics occur in microgrid when power electronic converters are used, as

the switching frequencies of MOSFET/ IGBT converters will cause current components

with higher frequencies than the power frequency to happen. Hence, the power loss will

increase. Moreover, the harmonics may damage other components in the microgrid. To

solve this issue, a power lowpass filter should be added to the output of the converters.

The size of the filter depends mainly on the switching frequency; as we increase the

frequency, the harmonics will decrease; therefore, the size of the filter will decrease

[10].

The control of microgrid is divided into three levels, primary, secondary, tertiary

control levels. The primary level is considered component level control as it is respon-

sible for maintaining the microgrid stability and applying load sharing between DGs in

microgrid, as one of microgrid’s objectives is to utilize the energy sources where the

microgrid is installed as much as possible. Hence, it is logical to have more than one

DG connected to the microgrid. The primary level is also responsible for the output

voltage and frequency of DGs.

Secondary control level is microgrid control level as the objective of this level

is to control the POI in microgrid. This level is built with simple commands such as:

connect DG to the microgrid or disconnect, make sure that the net power at POI is equal

to zero and apply protection techniques. Tertiary control main objective is connecting

the microgrid to the main grid or disconnect it [3].

As the interest of this thesis is the operation of microgrid in an islanded mode,

and tertiary control level is not needed. The focus will be on using and applying pri-

mary and secondary controls to improve the operation of microgrid in an islanded mode.
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Several control methods were applied on microgrid to achieve stability, reduced har-

monics, load, and harmonics sharing, such as centralized control, master-slave control,

Distributed current Control, and droop controls.

2.3. Control Techniques in Microgrid

The control techniques used in microgrid can be classified as communication

and communication-less techniques. The centralized control, master-slave control, dis-

tributed current control, and angle droop control are categorized under control tech-

niques with communication, and frequency droop with its variations are considered as

communication-less methods.

2.3.1. Centralized control. In this control technique, a controller is placed at

the POI. The main objective of this control is voltage stability and to keep the active and

reactive power shared between all the DGs in the microgrid by controlling their output

current, hence a communication link is needed between every DG and the controller at

the POI. The structure of the centralized control can be seen in Figure 2.2.

.

Figure 2.2: Centralized control microgrid structure [3].
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A centralized controller has a huge advantage in achieving the accurate and

equal current sharing between DGs in the same microgrid [11]. The single point of

failure is considered as the main disadvantage of this method, as the functionality of

the controller depends on the functionality of every module of the system [4]. Another

disadvantage is the requirement of a high bandwidth communication channel between

every DG and the controller at POI [12].

2.3.2. Master-slave control. In this control method, one of the DG units will

act as a master voltage source that will support the system voltage to the whole system.

The other units will function as slave current sources to follow the power reference

that is provided by the master unit [13]. A good example can be provided for the PV-

storage-based microgrid where the storage acts as a voltage control source in addition

to the frequency, and the PVs are the slave current source units. A good representation

of master-slave control can be shown in Figure 2.3.

.

Figure 2.3: Master-slave control for islanded microgrid [14].

In master-slave control, slave control units cannot independently operate as if

they need the master source to respond properly. In addition to that, they cannot react

to the variations happened by the load power. This is a main drawback issue of the

master-slave control method [15]. However, this method’s good power management

encourages researchers to use it in their work and improve its functionality. In [16],

They used the master-slave control strategy. They enhanced it by resolving the phase
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difference between the master and slave by using a controller for phase synchroniza-

tion. They ensured that constant output voltage would be provided even during the

master unit failure. Others proposed a hybrid master-slave and droop control to give a

better control method where they could make the control that has a low resistive line

impedance and power-sharing and reliability [15].

2.3.3. Distributed current control. A distributed current control strategy

must only be used with balanced power systems. The output voltage is controlled using

the average required current by the loads [4]. To achieve current sharing, the controller

will get the average current by measuring the total load current and divide it by the

number of DGs of the system as illustrated in Figure 2.4.

.

Figure 2.4: Control structure of the distributed control [4].

The figure discuss the structure of the distributed control system. The current

sharing bus is responsible for calculating the average current required so that each DG
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will use it to generate the output current equal to that average regardless of the DG

limitations [17]. The advantages of the current sharing are that it has a good transient

response, and it also minimizes the circulating currents between DGs. This method’s

main disadvantages are the need for low bandwidth communication links and the ability

to work with unbalanced systems.

2.3.4. Droop control. All previously mentioned methods require installing a

communication link either between DGs or from DGs to the central controller. Adding

such a communication link will increase the installation cost and lessen the systems’

ability to grow [18]. To overcome such issue, a communication-less approach must be

taken. Droop control works similarly to a synchronous generator. When the input me-

chanical power is less than the output ac electrical power, the inertia of the generator

will reduce the rotational speed. Thus, the frequency of the output [19]. This action

will change the power angle, which will lead to the reduction of the output power. The

structure of the system shown in Figure 2.5 is used to achieve such behavior. One of

the main advantages of this structure is its flexibility as it can easily work as plug and

play control method, and it does not need any communication between DGs. Disad-

vantages of droop control in microgrid droop control was widely accepted since it is a

communication-less control method, which makes it a plug-and-play control [4]. Still,

it has several disadvantages that affects its applicability Such as:

• Poor dynamic performance.

• Poor harmonics sharing.

• Power sharing is affected by inequality on line impedance of each inverter.

• Weak in regulating voltage.

Droop control in islanded microgrid has recently attracted researchers since it is easy

to be used with the conditional grid. Researchers’ works were focused on improving

and modifying the droop control to bypass its weaknesses. The modifications can be

categorized as follows, Virtual impedance loop-based droop control, adaptive droop,

power angle droop, and reverse droop. [4] [20].

2.3.4.1. Virtual impedance loop-based droop control. Adding a proper virtual

impedance to the voltage and current feedback loops results in improving the reactive
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Figure 2.5: Single phase microgrid based on droop control scheme.

power sharing between inverters in the microgrid. The virtual impedance is used as a

multiplier to the output current, which will be used as part of the voltage control loop’s

reference voltage.

Selecting the virtual impedance is the main problem of this method, as it is not

easy to get the exact values of line impedance for each DG. Some cases like [21], the

value of this virtual impedance is selected to dominate the line impedance to bypass

the effect of voltage regulation across the line, therefore improving the power-sharing.

In [21], the author used a complex virtual impedance to achieve accurate proportional

load sharing in medium voltage microgrid. The introduced complex virtual impedance

improved voltage/reactive power V-Q control, eliminating reactive power sharing er-

rors due to imbalanced line impedance. [22] presented a way to design and implement
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a virtual impedance for power electronics DGs. It also developed a flexible small sig-

nal microgrids model with different operation conditions: this improved system sta-

bility and reduced power couplings. Based on the developed microgrid models, the

DG impedance range was selected to achieve stability, improved transient response,

and power flow performance. In [23], improved droop control is introduced by using

a 1st order RL high pass as virtual output impedance, which also added an integral-

derivative term to the conventional droop technique. This controller improved the tran-

sient response and active and reactive power-sharing. Selecting PID parameters and

filter parameters is considered the main disadvantage of this method.

Virtual impedance Droop control is also used in [24] to improve THD sharing

between inverters. The authors introduced a negative Virtual Harmonic Impedance to

achieve the THD sharing between different ratings DGs. The authors also managed to

develop a method to estimate the required impedance value for THD sharing, which

allowed the virtual impedance to adapt based on the needs. The results showed a good

harmonic sharing between the inverters once the impedance is added. [25] used com-

munication link between DGs to calculate the required virtual impedance to get perfect

reactive power-sharing. Their method requires the measurement only once the system

is activated, then the communication link is not needed afterward. The main benefit of

this method is that it does not require knowledge of the feeder impedances. Therefore,

it is easy to be implemented on any system. The main disadvantage in taking away one

of the most desired features in droop control is even for a short amount of time.

2.3.4.2. Adaptive droop control. One of the problems of conventional Droop

control is that it has a slow transient response, and it has inaccurate power-sharing

compared to other controls, as the control scheme does not accurately follow the ac-

tual physical characteristics of the microgrid [26]. One good advantage of the adaptive

droop control is that it does not require detailed knowledge about the control of the sys-

tem where the control parameters will be self-adapted to achieve optimal performance.

In this technique, the maximum reactive power Qmax drawn from each unit is

compared with a reference value of reactive power Qre f . If the Qmax is more than the

Qre f value, then the difference will be subtracted from the reference voltage amplitude.
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Otherwise, it will follow the traditional Q/E droop equation. Many contributions have

been made to enhance the system operation using adaptive droop control. In [27], a

second-order filter and a modified equation of voltage droop were used to enhance the

reactive power sharing and transient response. In [28], the author implemented the

adaptive integral loop technique, improved power-sharing dynamic response, and re-

duced the circulating current by removing the effect of the line impedance. In [29], the

author calculated the microgrid line impedances and used it to calculate the adaptive

droop parameters to ensures effective power-sharing and reduces line losses.

2.3.4.3. P/V droop control. In small size microgrid, the line impedance is con-

sidered more resistivity than inductive [30], which causes the change in the power equa-

tions used in P/ f droop control. With the dominating resistive component, the effect

of line reactance can be neglect. The main advantage of this method is that it has a

more accurate representation of low voltage microgrid, which will lead to better active

power-sharing and a more stable system [30]. The combination of P−V and Q− f

was also encompassed in [31] to estimate and enhance the power-sharing capability of

microgrids that operate autonomously. The P−V and P− f droop control inoculated

in [30] improved power-sharing during export of power considering the line losses.

2.4. Feedback Controllers

In this section, the focus of the review will be the feedback controllers used

mainly in the inner current loop of the Droop control structure. Several controllers are

used for the inner current control loops, such as PI, synergetic, backstepping, state-

feedback, and sliding Mode controllers.

2.4.1. PI control. PI control is the most popular controller due to its simplic-

ity. The controller has two parts: proportional control part and integral control part.

Proportional control is used to have a control transient response time, where the system

reaches a steady state. The problem of proportional control is that it does not guaran-

tee zero steady-state error, which leads to the usage of the integral controller, thus PI
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controller. The control law u(t) of PI control can be written as:

u(t) = Kpe(t)+Ki

∫ t

0
e(t)dt (1)

The proportional gain Kp and the integral gain Ki are designed to achieve optimum

performance for a single operating condition. Any change in the operating condition

will result in reducing the performance of the controller.

PI controller is used in the inner and outer loops control in droop control struc-

ture. [32] used distributed PI control to reduce transient power loss in droop controlled

base microgrid. Moreover, PI controllers are also used with different types of droop

control like adaptive droop control [33] [34], VI Droop control [35] [36] and P/V droop

control [37].

2.4.2. Synergetic control. In the literature, synergetic control was used to

control the inner loop of droop control. The synergetic control is a nonlinear type of

control developed by Russian scientist Kolesnikov [38] [39]. The basic concept of the

control technique follows the design of Aggregated Regulators (ADAR). The objective

of the control is to derive the system trajectories into a manifold defined by a macro-

variable, where the macro-variable is determined based on the design specifications

[40]. Assuming the macro-variables that defined the desired manifold expressed at:

Ψ = ψ(x, ẋ) (2)

To find the control law for the synergetic control, it is required to solve the synergetic

control evolution constraint function defined as:

T Ψ̇+Ψ = 0, T > 0 (3)

where T is a positive constant that defines the speed of convergence and Psi is the

desired manifold.

The synergetic control theory and sliding mode control have a similar working

concept, where force the closed-loop system to move on the desired manifold. However,
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synergetic control is a chattering free technique the does not have a discrete control

action as sliding mode control. On the other hand, the performance of synergetic control

becomes less robust against model parameter uncertainties.

2.4.3. Backstepping control. Backstepping control is also used with droop

control, where it is a strict feedback type of controller. The design procedure breaks

the full system into a sequence of sub-systems and then steps backward recursively to

apply the Lyapunov function stabilizing each outer sub-system in the entire system.

The process terminates when the final external control is reached [41]. The control

technique is a nonlinear controller designed by Serbian scientists Petar V. Kokotovic

and others in the 1990s [42]. Backstepping ensures asymptotic stability [43] and design

flexibility by evading the cancellations of useful nonlinearities [44]. Due to the general

structure of the backstepping control algorithm, its control law could be complex to

implement. The dynamic transient is slower, which is considered one of the drawbacks

of backstepping control [43]. Considering the system [45]:

η̇ = f (η)+g(η)ξ (4)

where to stabilize the system in Eq. 4, it is required to define a virtual stabilization input

to the system to be as:

η̇ = [ f (η)+g(η)φ(η)]+g(η)[ξ −φ(η)] (5)

ξ̇ = u (6)

then it the resulted system is:

η̇ = [ f (η)+g(η)φ(η)]+g(η)z (7)

ż = u− φ̇ (8)

where to have a stable closed loop system, it is necessary to stabilize the two resulted

subsystems in Eq. 7
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2.4.4. State-feedback. State-feedback control is a controller that uses the

state-space modeling of the system to follow the desired reference. The main advantage

of this controller is that it is suited for multi-input multi-output systems. This makes

state-feedback a very strong controller when it comes to secondary control in AC micro-

grid. The working principle of state feedback depends on the state space representation,

as a variable victor K is multiplied by the measured state variables x and subtracted from

the reference signal r. The control law can be written as :

u = r−Kx (9)

pole placement method is used to define the victor K. State-feedback control and a

state observer were used for a combined voltage, and current loops in droop controlled

islanded microgrid in [46] to achieve the required voltage and frequency. Furthermore,

the method used shows good results on voltage harmonics mitigation.

State-feedback with disturbance rejection technique was used in [47] to output

current, which tracks the reference accurately. The paper used partial input saturation

to reduce the integral effect of the voltage and frequency regulation. Even though it is

a robust controller, it has some weaknesses, such as the dependency on the module’s

accuracy, which means that the controller needs a lot of inputs to reach acceptable

accuracy. This translates to a huge number of sensors needed for physical systems.

Such weakness can be solved by implementing an observer to estimate the unreadable

states.

2.4.5. Sliding mode control. Sliding Mode Control (SMC) is a well-known

nonlinear robust controller with an assertive behavior against external disturbances and

uncertainties. Due to its unique features, it does not require exact modeling to the

system under study. It is enough to define a sliding surface and control low to take

the system states from any state to the defined sliding surface and slide toward the

equilibrium point. The concept of sliding mode was developed in the Soviet Union by

Vadim Utkin originated from the concept of variable structure system [48] [45]. Despite

its remarkable performance, it suffers from an undesired phenomenon known as the

“Chattering”, which is an uncontrolled switching frequency with finite amplitude [49].
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Number of modifications were suggested by researchers to overcome th such as smooth

time-varying compensator [50], power rate reaching mode [51], exponential sliding

mode control [52] and high order sliding mode control [53].

2.5. Inverters

The raised demand on the distributed energy resources (DER) and their inte-

gration in the distribution systems directed the researchers’ attention to the interface

circuits between these DERs and the distribution systems. Inverters play a vital role in

interfacing between these DERs and the power system.

Conventional inverters suffer from high total harmonic distortion (THD), switch-

ing losses, switch voltage and current stresses, and high voltage levels as well [54].

These problems required improvement in the conventional inverter structure, which

leads to the implantation of multilevel inverters topologies. The multilevel inverters

proved their ability to improve all the problems faced by conventional inverters. Nowa-

days, multilevel inverters play a main role in the distribution systems [55].

Multilevel inverters can be categorized under three main types: Cascaded H-

bridge inverter, flying capacitor inverter, and diode-clamped multilevel inverter [56]. A

diode-clamped inverter is proven to be a competitor in performance compared to the

cascaded H-bridge, and superior to the flying capacitor inverter for the same number of

levels [57]. The edge that the diode clamped inverter has over the cascaded H-bridge is

the simpler control mechanism shown in [56]. Another main advantage for the diode-

clamped inverter over other types is the shift of the total harmonic distortion centered

on twice the switching frequency [57].

One of the focal points in this thesis is designing and implementing an im-

proved analog switching modulation and drive circuits for the three-phase five-level

diode-clamped inverter. This part of the literature survey reveals few publications

tackle experimentally the switching modulation/drive circuits of the multilevel inverter.

Several methods of switching modulations for the multilevel inverters are presented

in [58] [59] [60].

These publications shed light on effective multi-carrier switching modulation

techniques called phase-disposition pulse width modulation (PD-PWM), phase oppo-
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sition disposition pulse width modulation (POD-PWM), Alternative phase opposition

disposition pulse width modulation (APOD-PWM), and Phase Shift pulse width modu-

lation (PS-PWM) for different types of multilevel inverters. Both PD-PWM and POD-

PWM are used to control multilevel inverters, and reduced switch multilevel invert-

ers [61]. In [62], the phase shift multi-carrier is used for the cascaded multilevel in-

verter. It is proved in this paper that this switching modulation can reduce the ripple

and high-frequency harmonics of generated voltage.

A comparative study is conducted on the different multi-carrier switching mod-

ulations on the switched capacitor multilevel inverter in terms of the THD and volt-

age stresses on power switches [63]. The outcome of this comparative analysis is

deduced using simulation results. More emphasis is given to the switching modula-

tion (PD-PWM) for the single-phase diode-clamped inverter [64] and for three-phase

diode-clamped inverter [65] [66]. PD-PWM is considered a very effective switching

modulation for the diode-clamped inverters in power system applications.

The diode-clamped multilevel inverter is used in many fields, such as dynamic

voltage restorer that stabilizes the voltage in the distribution system [67] and as DSTAT-

COM to stabilize the voltage [68] [69]. Diode clamped multilevel inverter is also used

for the wind-based renewable energy systems [70].

Table 2.1: Summary of feedback control techniques used in droop control.

Technique advantages disadvantages
PI control Simple control structures Sensitive to the operating condi-

tions
Synergetic
control

Provides chattering free
control action with global
stability to the system un-
der control

Less robust with respect to model
parameter uncertainties

Backstepping
control

Design flexibility System dynamics and the external
disturbance should be known

State-
feedback

Simple and powerful for
multi input/output systems

Requires a very accurate mathemat-
ical representation of the system un-
der study

Sliding Mode
Control

Provides robust and reli-
able performance with re-
spect to model parameters
uncertainties

The chattering phenomenon
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Table 2.2: Summary of power control in microgrid.

Power
control
techniques

advantages disadvantages

Centralized
control • Accurate equal current

sharing between DGs in
the same microgrid.

• Single point of failure.
• Require high bandwidth communi-

cation channel between DGs and
POI.

Master-
slave
control

• Good power manage-
ment.

• High voltage and fre-
quency stability at POI.

• Slave control units cannot indepen-
dently.

• Cannot react to the variations hap-
pened by the load power.

• need bandwidth communication link
between master unit and slave units.

Distributed
current
control

• Good transient response.
• minimizes the circulating

currents between DGs.

• only used with balanced power sys-
tems.

• Need for low bandwidth communi-
cation link between DGs.

Droop con-
trol • Does not need any com-

munication between DGs.
• High adaptability to sud-

den changes in microgrid.

• Poor dynamic performance.
• Poor harmonics sharing.
• Power sharing is affected by inequal-

ity of line impedance of each in-
verter.

• Poor voltage regulation.

2.6. Conclusion

The literature review of this thesis discussed the microgrid structure and modes

of operation. The focus of this review was the power sharing techniques in islanded

microgrid. The selected power sharing control method is droop control which requires

two feedback control loops. Several feedback controllers used in droop control were

discussed. Moreover, Dc to AC inverter typologies and operation were addressed.
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Chapter 3: Control Scheme

3.1. Scheme

The focus of this chapter is to discuss the structure of the microgrid as well as

the design of the droop control as well as state feedback and sliding mode control as the

feedback controllers required to operate droop control based microgrid.

3.2. Droop Control

The droop controller operation starts with calculating the injected active and

reactive powers using the transmission line impedance. By assuming that the transmis-

sion line impedance to be mainly inductive reactance (X) as shown in Figure 3.1, the

output active power (w) and reactive power (var) of each DG is shown as:

P =
EV sin(α)

X
(10)

Q =
EV cos(α)−V 2

X
(11)

For a small value of the power angle α , so that sin(α) = α and cos(α) = 1,

the active power P is directly proportional with α and reactive power Q is directly

proportional with the deference between the voltage ant the inverter output E (V ) and

the voltage at the point of interconnection V . One method to change the power angle

α it to vary the angular frequency of the inverter generated voltage ω (rad/s). For this

case, the relation between P and ω and the relation between Q and E in any DG are

shown respectively, as follows:

ω = ω
∗− ∆ω

Pmax
(P−Pre f ) (12)

E = E∗− ∆E
Qmax

(Q−Qre f ) (13)

where ω∗,E∗,Pre f ,Qre f ,Pmax and Qmax are the rated frequency, rated voltage, reference

active power, reference reactive power rated active power and rated reactive power.

The coefficients of the active power difference and reactive power difference are called
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droop coefficients, and by using m and n as symbols for the coefficients the equations

can be written as follows:

ω = ω
∗−m(P−Pre f ) (14)

E = E∗−n(Q−Qre f ) (15)

The reference signals generated from E and ω are compared with the output voltage.

The error is used as an input of a feedback controller to generate a reference current.

Then the reference current is compared with the output current. The current error is

used to generate the reference signals for the inverter. Droop control structure is shown

in Figure 3.2.

Figure 3.1: Simplified structure of the microgrid.

Figure 3.2: Conventional 3-phase droop control structure.
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To further improve the performance of droop control in reactive power sharing

virtual impedance is added the voltage and current loops. One of the objectives of

the virtual impedance droop control is to enhance the reactive power sharing between

the DGs since it is affected by the imbalance of the line impedances connected to DGs.

This control modifies the reference voltage before entering the voltage and current loops

making the equation of the reference:

Vre f =Vre f−old +ZvIout put (16)

where Zv is the virtual impedance, Figure 3.3 shows the block diagram for virtual

impedance loop-based droop control.

Figure 3.3: Virtual impedance 3-phase droop control structure.

3.3. Proposed Feedback Controllers

In this thesis, several control schemes have been used for the inner current loop,

PI control, sliding mode control (SMC), exponential sliding mode control, and state

feedback control. The PI controller is considered to be the conventional control method

in the droop system, and it does not require a lot of knowledge of the system, while

the other controllers need some parameters of the system in the form of a state-space

model.
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3.3.1. Model of the system for SMC. Figure. 3.4 demonstrates a simplified

structure of the microgrid under study. The system consists of two inverters based DGs

equipped with LC filters. The inverter used in this work is a 5-level diode clamped

half-bridge inverter. Both inverters are connected to the point on interconnection (POI)

by a transmission line, represented by a series RL impedance to supply the load with

the required active and reactive power equally. To find the needed mathematical model,

the output current IDG in (A) must be found using VDG and (VL). The equation of IDG

using ohms-law is presented below,

IDG =
VDG−VL

R1 + sL1

(R1 + sL1)IDG =VDG−VL

L1İDG =VDG−VL−R1IDG

İDG =
1
L1

VDG−
1
L1

VL−
R1

L1
IDG (17)

to control this 3-phase system, Eq. (17) must be presented in the following equations

Figure 3.4: Simplified structure of the micro-grid under study.

in (dq) synchronous frame:

İd−DG =−R
L

Id−DG +wIq−DG +
1
L
(Vd−DG−Vd−L) (18)

İq−DG =−R
L

Iq−DG−wId−DG +
1
L
(Vq−DG−Vq−L) (19)
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where Id−DG , Iq−DG ,Vd−DG , and Vq−DG are the DG output currents and voltages in the

(dq) frame; Vd−L , and Vq−L are the voltages at the POI in the (dq) frame; R1 and L1 are

the equivalent series resistance and inductance of the feeder that is connecting the DGS

with POI; Eq. (18) and Eq. (19) are considering the direction of the current from the

DG to POI.  ˙Id−DG

˙Iq−DG

=

−R
L w

−w −R
L

Id−DG

Iq−DG

+

 1
L 0

0 1
L

Vd−DG

Vq−DG


+

− 1
L 0

0 − 1
L

[
Vd−L

]
(20)

y =

1 0

0 1

Id−DG

Iq−DG

 (21)

The state space Eq. (20) and Eq. (21) can be written as a first order system as:

ẋ = Ax+Bu+Fd

y =Cx+Du
(22)

A =

−R
L w

−w −R
L

 ,x =

Id−DG

Iq−DG

 ,B =

 1
L 0

0 1
L


u =

Vd−DG

Vq−DG

 ,F =

− 1
L 0

0 − 1
L

 ,d =
[
Vd−sys

]
,

C =

1 0

0 1



3.3.2. Conventional SMC. The first step to build SMC is by defining mani-

fold or sliding surface S where the sliding motion will occur [71], S can be expressed

as:

S = e+
∫

λe (23)
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where λ is a constant value that defines the speed of convergence to the sliding surface,

and e is the error defined as:

e = xre f − x (24)

where xre f is the reference variables victor and x is the feedback for the variables.

The next step is to design a control law that direct the system state trajectories

to the sliding surface and to slide the trajectories toward the equilibrium point:

u = udis +ueq (25)

where udis is the discrete control that drives the system states to the sliding surface in

the reaching mode, and ueq is the equivalent control that guide the states on the sliding

surface to the equilibrium point asymptotically [71] [51],

The Lyapunov’s function (V ) of stability is applied to assure the stability of

the control system. Where it is required for the derivate of V to negative definite or

semidefinite to achieve stability as [51]:

V =
1
2

ST S (26)

V̇ =
1
2
(ST Ṡ+ ṠT S) = ST Ṡ≤ 0 (27)

thus using Eq.(22) and Eq.(23) to find Ṡ leads to:

Ṡ = ė+λe

Ṡ = ẋre f − ẋ+λ (xre f − x)

Ṡ = ẋre f − ẋ+λxre f −λx

Ṡ = ẋre f +λxre f − ẋ−λx

Ṡ = ẋre f +λxre f − (Ax+Bu+Fd)−λx

Ṡ = ẋre f +λxre f −Ax−Bu−Fd−λx

Ṡ = ẋre f +λxre f − (Ax+λx)−Bu−Fd (28)
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to satisfy Eq. (27) the reaching mode udis needs to be as:

udis = k sign(S) (29)

Consequently, ueq which will direct the states of the system to the stable state can be

obtained from Eq. (28) as:

Ṡ = λ ẋre f −λ (Ax+Bu+Fd) = 0

ueq = B−1[ẋre f +λxre f − (Ax+λx)−Fd] (30)

3.4. Proposed Control Schemes

As mentioned earlier, there are two contributions in control in thesis. One is

to provide a control scheme consists of modifications to the conventional SMC control

law and apply it on droop control microgrid, the other is to apply state feedback control

on the same microgrid.

3.4.1. Hyperbolic tangent reaching Mode. The signum switching function

(sign) in the conventional SMC leads to a high amount of chattering in the reaching

mode due to its discontinuous behavior. To improve the performance of SMC, the

signum function can be replaced by the hyperbolic tangent function (tanh). Where

(tanh) provides smooth continuous behavior in the reaching mode [50]. Correspond-

ingly, the discrete control law in Eq. (29) can be re-written as:

udis = k(S) tanh(αS) (31)

where, α < 1 defines the decaying rate of the reaching mode as shown in Figure 3.5.

3.4.2. Exponential SMC. The conventional reaching law in Eq. (29) has a

fixed control gain k, no matter if the system state trajectories are close or far away from

the sliding surface (S = 0). Thus, the constant gain implements excessive gain control

in the reaching mode for some cases. To avoid that, an Adaptive SMC technique is

proposed that provides the required gain in the reaching mode based on the distance
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Figure 3.5: The Hyperbolic Tangent function tanh.

Figure 3.6: Block diagram of the droop control with SMC as inner current loop.

from the sliding surface. That is done by making the reaching mode gain k a function

of S as:

udis = k(S) sign(S) (32)

An exponential adaptive reaching mode is proposed in [52], which adapt to the vari-

ations of the value of (S) exponentially. As a result, exponential SMC successfully

achieved better control on both the chattering and tracking performances, which is

unattainable to be realized with the conventional sliding-mode control approach. Expo-

nential SMC defined as:

udis =
k

N(S)
sign(S) (33)

N(S) = δ0 +(1−δ0)e−ϕ|S|p (34)

k ≈ δ0|S(0)|
tr

(35)
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ϕ � (
1−δ0

δ0|S(0)|
)

1
p (36)

where trd is the desired reaching time. To have an exponential SMC, the below should

be considered:

• 1 > δ0 > 0

• ϕ >> 0

• p > 1

performing stability check leads to:

V̇ = ST k
N(S)

sign(S)≤ 0 (37)

For Eq. (37) to be stable k > 0. Implementing the hyperbolic tangent function along

with the exponential SMC makes the discrete control law defined as:

udis =
k

N(S)
tanh(αS) (38)

The complete structure of the proposed control is illustrated in Figure 3.6. The

system starts with calculating the active and the reactive power from the measured in-

verter 3-phase voltage and current. Then the resultant power will be compared with

reference active and reactive powers. The difference is multiplied by the droop co-

efficients to generate voltage and frequency reference to be subtracted from the rated

volage and frequency as given in Eq. (14) to get the reference voltage signal which will

be sifted to form 3-phase voltage signal. Afterwards the park transformation is used to

get the reference in dq format, which will reduce the number of feedback loops from 6

loops to 4 loops. The two outer loops are the voltage control PI loops, and the 2 inner

current loops are the proposed controller.

3.4.3. State feedback control. State feedback is a simple control yet a pow-

erful control. The control method depends on the linear state space representation:

ẋ = Ax+Bu

y =Cx+Du (39)
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where x is the state variables victor, u is the input of the system and y is the output. The

controller uses all the state variables multiplied by control constants vector k, so that

the output follows the reference input. The design of the controller is basically finding

proper values for k vector. The system with the controller block diagram is shown in

Figure 3.7.

Figure 3.7: Structure of droop with state feedback control.

3.4.3.1. Model of the system for state feedback. The model of the system for

state feedback requires a more detailed structure of the microgrid than the one used for

the sliding mode control. The detailed structure must contain the filter parameters as in

Figure 3.8.

Figure 3.8: Microgrid structure for state feedback.
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The state variables for used in model the system are the DG output current

IDG,DG output voltage VDGand inverter output current Ii, while the inverter voltage

is the input of the system. Using these variables, the state space equations will be Eq.18

along with:

˙VDG =
1

C f
Ii−

1
C f

IDG

V̇d−DG =
1

C f
Id−i−

1
C f

Id−DG +wVq−DG

V̇q−DG =
1

C f
Iq−i−

1
C f

Iq−DG−wVd−DG (40)

İi =
Vi

L f
− VDG

L f

İd−i =
Vd−i

L f
− Vd−DG

L f
+wIq−i

İq−i =
Vq−i

L f
−

Vq−DG

L f
−wId−i (41)

Using these equations and ignoring the disturbance caused by the other DG in the mi-

crogrid, the state space model of the system can be presented as follow:

A =



0 w − 1
C f

0 1
C f

0

−w 0 0 − 1
C f

0 1
C f

0 0 −R
L w 0 0

0 0 −w −R
L 0 0

− 1
L f

0 0 0 0 w

0 − 1
L f

0 0 −w 0


,x =



Vd−DG

Vq−DG

Id−DG

Iq−DG

Id−i

Iq−i


,B =



0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0
1
L 0

0 1
L


u =

Vd−i

Vq−i

 ,C =

1 0 0 0 0 0

0 1 0 0 0 0

 ,D =

0

0



3.4.3.2. State feedback gains. The steps of designing state-feedback controller

starts with checking the stability of the system, which can be achieved by finding the
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eigenvalues of the matrix A. Then the system must be controllable, to check the con-

trollability of the system can be check if:

[
B AB A2B . . . . . .An−1B

]
(42)

has a rank equal to n.

The next step is designing k matrix by using pole-placement method. To under-

stand this method, the value of reference r must be zero and D matrix is assumed to be

zero. This will make the representation of the closed loop system as follows:

ẋ = (A−BK)x+Bu

y =Cx (43)

since,

u = r−Kx (44)

where r is the reference signal.

The last step is to find the desired 2 most dominant poles and use them to solve

for K matrix. The desired poles can be found using the desired settling time and over-

shoot of the controller to find the damping ratio ζ and the natural frequency of the

system ωn by using the following equations.

ts =
4

ζ ωn
(45)

Mp = e
− ζ π√

1−ζ 2 ×100% (46)

where ts is the settling time, Mp is the overshoot percentage. The damping ratio ζ

and the natural frequency of the system ωn relation to the poles s is presented in the

following equation,

s =−ζ ωn±ωn

√
1−ζ 2 (47)
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the other poles are chosen to be multiples of the real part of the two dominant poles.

To remove the effect of the disturbance integral gain must be multiplied with the error

between the reference signal and the output. The gains can be found by adding two

more poles to the system and solve for new K matrix. The last two columns in K matrix

are used for the integral gain.

3.5. Conclusion

This chapter discussed the theory behind droop control and its derivation. More-

over, the mathematical model of the system understudy needed for the proposed control

schemes has been derived. The chapter also showed the design of state feedback con-

troller and hyperbolic tangent exponential sliding mode control scheme.
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Chapter 4: Simulation Results

4.1. Introduction

This chapter shows the simulation results of virtual impedance droop control

with different feedback controllers applied in voltage and current loops.

4.2. Droop Control Simulation Results

The simulation results are carried out using MATLAB/Simulink software. The

performance of the proposed control schemes (hyperbolic tangent exponential SMC and

state feedback control) are compared with conventional PI control and another two ver-

sions of SMC: conventional adaptive SMC and power rate SMC to prove the efficiency

of both control methods.

In the simulations, the connected load impedance to the micro-grid, which is

supplied with the required power by the parallel DG units (multi-level inverters), was

changed from 180+55 jΩ to 90+27.5 jΩ at t = 4s and changed back to 180+55 jΩ at

t = 7s.

Figure 4.1: Active and reactive power sharing for droop control with conventional PI
control.
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Figure 4.2: The three-phase current at POI during the sudden load change when using
conventional PI control.

Figure 4.3: The three-phase voltage at POI during the sudden load change when using
conventional PI control.
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Figure 4.4: Active and reactive power sharing for droop control with adaptive sliding
mode control.

Figure 4.5: The three-phase current at POI during the sudden load change when using
adaptive SMC.
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Figure 4.6: The three-phase voltage at POI during the sudden load change when using
adaptive SMC.

Figure 4.7: Active and reactive power sharing for power rate SMC with a sudden load
change.
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Figure 4.8: The three-phase current at POI during the sudden load change when using
power rate SMC.

Figure 4.9: The three-phase voltage at POI during the sudden load change when using
power rate SMC.
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Figure 4.10: Active and reactive power sharing for exponential SMC with a sudden
load change.

Figure 4.11: The three-phase current at POI during the sudden load change when using
exponential SMC.
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Figure 4.12: The three-phase voltage at POI during the sudden load change when
using exponential SMC.

Figure 4.13: Active and reactive power sharing for droop control with state feedback
control.
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Figure 4.14: The three-phase current at POI during the sudden load change when using
state feedback control.

Figure 4.15: The three-phase voltage at POI during the sudden load change when
using state feedback control.
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The results for the active and the reactive power-sharing for the hyperbolic tan-

gent exponential SMC and state feedback control in Figure 4.10 and Figure 4.13,re-

spectively demonstrate the ability of those proposed schemes to allow DGs to accu-

rately share the active and reactive power in microgrid compared to PI shown in Figure

4.1 control and other sliding mode control. Moreover, state feedback control shows

better performance than the hyperbolic tangent exponential SMC in steady state and at

sudden load change, while the latter shows a faster startup for the system. In addition,

the hyperbolic tangent exponential SMC show a better ability to suppress the chattering

in the injected active and reactive power compared to conventional adaptive SMC and

power rate SMC that is shown in Figure 4.4 and Figure 4.7 respectively illustrate a weak

performance against the chattering in the injected active and reactive power.

Figure 4.2 Figure 4.5, Figure 4.8,Figure 4.11 and Figure 4.14 shows the effect

of the sudden load change on the current for each method. The same for the Figure 4.3

Figure 4.6, Figure 4.9 Figure 4.12 and Figure 4.15 that shows that effect on the voltage

at POI.

4.3. Conclusion

The simulation results shows the effectiveness of the proposed control tech-

niques in achieving accurate power sharing even with sudden load changes, as well as

maintaining the voltage and current stability at POI.
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Chapter 5: Experimental Setup

5.1. Introduction

This chapter discuss the structure of the experimental setup used in this thesis. It

starts with a brief information about DSpace SCALEXIO Lab Box, the control unit, and

its cards. Furthermore, the structure of the control and carrier generation circuits, fol-

lowed by the drive circuit required to operate the power switches. Finally, the structure

of the multilevel inverter for every DG.

5.2. DSpace SCALEXIO Lab Box

DSpace SCALEXIO Lab Box is a laboratory system that can be used as a real-

time controller. It can address various applications that can range from automation,

aerospace, medical, automotive, research, and more. Furthermore, DSpace SCALEXIO

Lab Box is scalable to match a huge system with 18 I/O boards. Two processing units

are used in DSpace SCALEXIO Lab Box, the SCALEXIO main processor unit, and

the DS6001 Processor Board. The main processor is used for programs that require

high computational performance, while the DS6001 Processor Board is suitable for fast

closed-loop rates and high bandwidth of inputs and outputs.

Figure 5.1: DSpace SCALEXIO Lab Box
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The boards used in this work are DS6101 Multi-I/O Board, DS6221 A/D Board,

and DS6241 D/A Board. DS6101 Multi-I/O Board is a general-purpose board. It has up

to 69 I/O ports that can operate signals with several voltage levels, 12V, 24V, and 48V,

either as inputs or outputs. Moreover, the input-output I/O ports are divided to handle

both analog and digital signals.

Figure 5.2: DS6101 Multi-I/O

DS6221 A/D Board serves as a high-speed input board for analog signals. In

addition to 16 input ports with 16-bit resolution and as fast as 4MSample/s, all the input

channels are differential, suited for non-common reference inputs. The voltage range

of this board is +10V and – 10V.

Figure 5.3: DS6221 A/D Board

Finally, DS6241 D/A Board is an output board containing 20 channels with a

separate 16-bit accuracy digital to analog converter for each channel. The output can

cover the range of +-10V with an error of less than 1mV. Moreover, the sampling rate

of each port can reach up to 500 KSample/s.
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Figure 5.4: DS6241 D/A Board

The number of outputs (from DSpace to the system) used in this thesis is six ana-

log signals with a range of +-1V and one digital signal with 10V output. Furthermore,

the number of inputs (from the system to DSpace) is 18 analog signals with a range

of =-5V inputs. Taking these requirements into consideration, the available boards are

suitable for the required tasks.

5.3. Suggested Analog Circuits for Multicarrier PWM (PD-PWM)

This section shows the circuits that are used to generate the control signals and

carrier signals. The parameters of all forthcoming circuits are given in Table 5.1.

5.3.1. Control signals. The control signals are needed for the switching mod-

ulation required for the operation of the multilevel inverter. To generate the required

signals (control and carrier), some circuits are developed such as oscillators, PWM,

and filtered square and triangular signals. The block diagram of all control circuits is

illustrated in Figure 5.5. The regular oscillator chosen for this circuit needs the use

of digital to analog converters (DAC) and filters. To avoid the complexity associated

with the regular oscillator, another oscillator called Wien-bridge is selected with the

amplitude stabilization, which is done by diodes. The proposed circuit of the utilized

oscillator can be seen in Figure5.6. To choose the frequency of the oscillator, a consid-

ered formula for the positive feedback circuit is given as,

f =
1

2πRC
(48)
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Figure 5.5: Block diagram of the diode clamped inverter control circuits.

where in Figure 5.6, R5 = R6 = R and C1 = C2 =C. The values of the capacitors are

selected so that the frequency is close to 50 Hz, while potentiometers were used as R5

and R6 to reach the required frequency (values given in Table 5.1). The values of the

negative feedback resistors must be selected so that the gain is equal to 3 to have the

required oscillation [72]. The amplitude of the signal can be controlled by placing a

potentiometer at the output. The op-amp used for this circuit is TL081. The next stage

is to create three-phase control signals with 120 degrees phase shift between phases, by

combining op-amp circuits, inverting amplifier, non-inverting amplifier, and a weighted

summer circuits, as shown in Figure 5.7. The PCB implementation for the circuit of

Figure 5.7 is already given in Figure 5.6-b. The voltage of each phase is written as

follows:

Vph1 =Vin∠0 (49)

Vph3 = 2∗ Vin∠180
jωC1R1

(50)
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(a)

(b)
Figure 5.6: Circuit of control signal with amplitude stabilization, (a) circuit schematic,

(b) its printed board.

Vph2 =−(Vph1 +Vph3) (51)

R1 and C1 are selected so that the phase of the voltage at the capacitor is equal

to 240 degrees with respect to the input Vin.

5.3.2. Carrier signals. The control signals are compared with triangular (car-

rier) signals to generate the gating signals. The number of carrier signals must be equal

to (m−1) [55], where m is the number of desired levels. Since the inverter under study

is the five-level diode-clamped inverter, then the four carrier signals with offset shifts

are needed. Just like the sine control signal, the triangular signal can be generated by
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Figure 5.7: Three-phase shift circuit scheme for control signals.

many methods such as a simple square-wave generator circuit connected to an integra-

tor circuit and a programmable device. Both methods can be used in this setup as shown

in Figure 5.8.

The next stage is to vertically shift these carrier signals by certain values. By

connecting the output of the triangular wave generator to four circuits of weighted

adder, the four DC offset values are added to the carrier signals. The circuit schematics

for the are shown in Figure 5.8 and Figure 5.9.

5.3.3. Design of suggested dead-band circuit for PD-PWM signals. To gen-

erate PWM output signals, the carrier and control signals must be compared to each

other. The comparison can be done by a simple op-amp circuit. The output of the com-

parator should be used to generate the compliment PWM signal, which is needed for

the compliment part of the inverter [55].

To prevent the short circuit caused by a switch and its compliment and to also

reduce switching losses, a suggested dead-band (short-interval time between the signal

and its compliment) is integrated within the PWM signals for each switch and its com-

plement. Figure 5.10-a, Figure 5.10-b and Figure 5.10-c show the suggested dead-band

circuit, drive circuit and its practical circuit, respectively. The dead-band formula for

the circuit is designed based on the capacitor charging and discharging equations 52

and 53 respectively and the propagation delay difference of the NOT gates.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 5.8: Triangular signal generator for carrier signals, (a) circuit schematic, (b)

printed board.

VC(tc) =VS(1− e
−tc
RC ) (52)

VC(td) =VSe
−tc
RC (53)

where VC is the capacitor voltage in (V ), VS is the supply voltage in (V ), tc is the

charging time in (s) of the capacitor and td is discharging time in (s). Form equations

52 and 53, the tc and td in (s) equations can be written as,

tc = RC ∗ ln(
Vs

VS−VC
) (54)
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Figure 5.9: Weighted summer circuit scheme to make vertical shift for the carrier
signals.

td = RC ∗ ln(
Vs

VC
) (55)

The total dead-band time can be found by adding equations 54 and 55 and propagation

delay difference of the NOT gates, which can be taken from the datasheet of the NOT

gate directly.

T = tc + td + tp = RC ∗ ln(
V 2

S

VSVC−V 2
C
)+ tp (56)

where T is dead-band and tp is the propagation delay in (s) difference of the

NOT gates. The propagation delay for the used NOT gates (74AC04) is typically 4ns

and the high-input voltage is 3.5V, and if the time for the dead-band is set longer than

10ns, (using R=47 Ω, VS =5V and VC= High input voltage = 3.5V), then the value of the

capacitor should be above 81.8pF. So, C=100pF is chosen since it is the next practical

value; whereas, the theoretical dead-band time, (based on the exact capacitor value) is

T =11.3ns.

5.4. Drive Circuit for Power Switches

The utilized power switch is the power MOSFET (FQA24N60). The power

MOSFET needs a large current during its turning-on instant, and it is also required to

discharge current from it during its turning-off instant [73]. Thus, the control circuits

explained in the 2nd section are not qualified to supply/sink a large current during any
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Figure 5.10: Dead-band and gate driver circuits and their printed circuits, (a)
Schematic of the dead-band circuit, (b) schematic of drive circuit, (c) printed circuit
without suggested dead-band circuit, (d) printed circuit with suggested dead-band

circuit.

transition for the power MOSFET. A drive circuit is required to fasten this transition for

power MOSFETs. The proposed drive circuit is depicted in Figure 5.10-b. The printed

circuit of the conventional drive circuit (without dead-band) and the proposed drive

circuit (with dead-band) are depicted in Figure 5.10-c and Figure 5.10-d, respectively.

The concept of the proposed circuit is that all PD-PWM signals are generated by

the comparison of each phase control signal and four carrier signals, creating 8 PWM

signals per phase. Each signal is fed to an opto-coupler circuit shown in Figure 5.10-b.
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Table 5.1: Parameters of circuits in Fig.5.6 to Fig.5.10.

Parameters of circuit of Fig.5.6
R1=R2 R3 R4 R5=R6 C1=C2
10kΩ 24kΩ 10kΩ 50kΩ 0.1µ F

Parameters of circuit of Fig.5.7
R1 C R

5.6kΩ 1µ F 10kΩ

Parameters of circuit of Fig.5.8
R1 R2 C1

10kΩ 30kΩ 0.1µ F
Parameters of circuit of Fig.5.9

R1 R2 Rf
1kΩ 1kΩ 1kΩ

Parameters of circuit of Fig.5.10.a
R C1=C2

47Ω 100pF
Parameters of circuit of Fig.5.10.b

R Q1
220Ω 2n2222

Each level of the inverter requires a separate isolated voltage source to prevent

short circuit for the source of each the MOSFET. The A0515 IC is used as an isolated

DC power supply that provides the required isolated supply voltage for each power

MOSFET.

5.5. Three-phase Five-level Diode-clamped Inverter (Power Circuit)

Three-phase Five-level Diode-clamped Inverter (Power Circuit) The three-phase

inverter circuit along with its practical implementation is shown in Figure 5.11, where it

shows three legs. Each leg represents one phase and it has eight power switches (power

MOSFETs). The parameters of the power circuit are written in Table 5.2.

Table 5.2: Parameters of power circuit.

V DC Load impedance Power MOSFET Power diode
95V (each) 181.70+55.55jΩ FQA24N60 VS-60APH03-

N-S1
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(a)

(b)
Figure 5.11: Topology of three-phase five-level diode-clamped inverter and its

practical implementation, (a) circuit schematic, (b) its printed circuit.
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5.6. Conclusion

Using two three-phase Five-level Diode-clamped Inverters with their control,

carrier and drive circuits along with dSpase SCALEXIO as the control unit, the pro-

posed microgrid is formed. The structure of the microgrid is shown in Figure 5.12. The

dSpace contol unit is programmed using Matlab/Simulink, then it generates the control

signals to both inverters that share the same load. The output of each inverter is filtered

an measured and used as a feedback to the control unit.

Figure 5.12: Block diagram of the microgrid understudy.

This chapter showed the structure of the five-level diode clamped inverter. The

discussed structure for the inverter along with DSpace SCALEXIO Lab Box are used

for both DGs that form the microgrid.
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Chapter 6: Experimental Results

6.1. Introduction

This chapter shows the experimental results for the five-level diode clamped

inverter and its control circuits. PI Virtual impedance droop control is also shown and

discussed.

6.2. Experimental setup results

This section displays the experimental results for the experimental setup for the

inverter and for all circuits from Figure 5.5 to Figure 5.11. The whole experimental

setup is given in Figure 6.1.

Figure 6.1: Experimental setup for the whole system.

6.2.1. Results of control and carrier circuits. Figure 6.2 portrays the prac-

tical result for the output of circuits from Figure 5.6 to Figure 5.10, which are the four

carriers with amplitude of 500mV peak-to-peak each and shifted to cover the range

from -1V to 1V with the frequency of 3.0 kHz.
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Figure 6.2: Experimental control signals of leg 1 with carrier signals

6.2.2. Results of dead-band and drive circuits. The waveforms of Figure

6.3 to Figure 6.5 show the experimental results for the comparator operation between

the carrier and control signals. Figure 6.3 illustrates the output of the comparator circuit,

which is the input of the dead-band circuit, shown in Figure 5.10, The experimental

output of the dead-band circuit is shown in Figure 6.4 The result shows practical dead-

band time T=13.3ns which closely matches the calculated one. The output of the dead-

band circuit is used to operate the driver circuit of Figure 5.11. The experimental output

signal and input signal of the driver circuit are shown in Figure 6.5.

Figure 6.3: Experimental results for comparator output that will feed the PWM of
switch S2a and its compliment S6a.
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Figure 6.4: Experimental results for dead-band circuit output between S2a and its
compliment S6a.

Figure 6.5: Experimental results for driving circuit for S2a , channel 2 is the input and
channel 1 is the output.

6.2.3. Results of power and filter circuits. The simulation result of the

three-phase diode-clamped five-level inverter is shown in Figure 6.6-a (without filter)

and its experimental result is shown in Figure 6.6-b. The voltage waveforms with the

passive filter is depicted in Figure 6.7-a and in Figure 6.7-b for simulation and exper-

imental results, respectively. The peak voltage for each phase is around 150V, which
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yields 110 VRMS. Figure 6.8-a and Figure 6.8-b display the frequency spectrum of the

output voltage for experimental setup without the filter and with the filter, respectively.

While Figure 6.9-a and Figure 6.9-b depicts the output current with frequency spectrum

without the filter and with the filter, respectively.

Figure 6.6: Inverter output waveforms from experimental setup without filter

Figure 6.7: Inverter output waveforms from experimental setup after filter
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(a)

(b)
Figure 6.8: Experimental Frequency spectrum for output voltage with and without the

filter, (a) without filter, (b) with adopted filter.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 6.9: Experimental Frequency spectrum for the output current with and without

the filter (scale :1V=1A), (a) without filter, (b) with filter.
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6.3. PI Droop Results

The following figures shows initial results for virtual impedance droop control,

applied on the microgrid built in chapter 5. The practical power sharing, active an

reactive power, can be seen in fig 6.10.Moreover, the current and voltage stability of the

system are shown in Figure 6.11 and Figure 6.12, respectively.

Figure 6.10: Practical active and reactive power sharing using VI droop control.
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Figure 6.11: Practical active and reactive power sharing using VI droop control.

Figure 6.12: Practical active and reactive power sharing using VI droop control.

The feedback control used to get these results is PI control. These results show

the setup’s ability to be used for future research purposes.

6.4. Conclusion

The experimental results shows the stability of the built microgrid as well as its

ability to manage the power sharing between DGs using PI virtual impedance droop

control. The voltage and current ar also stable at the POI.
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Chapter 7: Conclusion and Future Work

7.1. Findings and Conclusion

This thesis focused on designing and controlling of an AC microgrid in islanded

mode. The microgrid consist of two diode clamped five-level inverter connected to a

common load. Virtual impedance droop control, powered by two different feedback

controllers, was adopted to operate the microgrid. The feedback controllers were state

feedback and hyperbolic tangent SMC.

The simulation results showed the preponderance of both controllers compared

to PI control, adaptive SMC, and power rate SMC. They also showed the superiority

of State feedback control over hyperbolic tangent SMC in steady state operation while

the hyperbolic tangent SMC a much faster mictogrid startup and smaller settling time

compared to the state feedback controller.

The thesis also discussed the structure of the microgrid. Moreover both five

level diode clamped three phase inverters circuits structure has been talked about in de-

tails. The provided experimental results showed the efficiency of and stability of both

five level diode clamped inverters forming the microgrid. Additionally, preliminary

experimental results for PI controller based virtual impedance droop control. The ex-

perimental results, taken using DSpace SCALILXIO real time controller, showed the

ability of the practical microgrid to work efficiently and safely on other controllers.

7.2. Future Work

The future work after this thesis will focus on implementing the proposed con-

trollers on the built microgrid, as well as developing and implementing more feedback

controllers and study their performance on the same microgrid. Another novel mul-

tilevel inverter with reduced number of switches is being built to be connected to the

microgrid.
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